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I dedicate this book to the girl who
walked alone in the jungle and

survived to the other side
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You have to give yourself the permission to be
your authentic self and be okay with being
disliked or mistunderstood. You owe it to

yourself. Authenticity is so rare and honestly, a
lot of people would be happier if they just lived in

their truth. This is not to tell you what to do or
how to live. But I encourage you to find out who
you are, what you stand for and align your life

with those beliefs.

Give Yourself Permission



I have no fears. I have no regrets. All I
have is strength and love. I stopped

running and started living.

The Joy of Life



Running through space and limited in my time. I
am entering a cosmic game of chance. I perfectly

align myself into my new vessel. 
I am guided by Ra with Yemaya's arms around
me. I am protected inside my mother’s womb.

A Soul Meets The Egg



December 17th, 1996
At 1:40AM
She arrived
A bundle of beauty
With eyes full of soul
She was wise behind her years
A reincarnated Goddess
And with her first breath
She was alive
Her journey started long ago
But this day would be the first 
Of her last lifetime
This would be the start
Of her final journey
Connected to the source
She was born with all she needed
She would spend the next 21 years
Remembering

A Centaur Is Born



Fear silences my tongue
Because I know that my language is uncomfortable
I know that if I speak
The world’s ears will perk up
And that blows my cover
My mystery then exposed
Leaving me vulnerable
To the vultures of another night
But these emotions can no longer be contained 
My veins are about to pop
My patience...hanging on a string
Temptation making love to the wind
I know that if I continue this silent affair
It will be an injustice to my sanity
Do I dare enter this game of devil’s advocate?
Is Russian Roulette a sweeter deal?
Or should I maintain my position as a shadow of the day?

Shadow of the Day



I know that we are made in God’s image
But when I look in the mirror
I question if I am truly worthy of this gift
Wasting my talents
Wasting my time
I am at the crossroads of victory
Afraid to take a leap of faith
Stuck in the shackles of solitude
I know that I must free myself from my mind
Because it is the guiding light in my life
So where should I start
Where should I go
A voice in my ear tells me to go within

To Afraid To Start



Gabriel spoke to me in a dream
Whispering my life's great purpose
Explaining that the barrier was fear
The obstacle was the other side
The truth was in trust
So who do you trust?
And who do you love?
Who are you beneath the mask?
What is your great purpose?
When the material and superficial is removed,
what are you?
Why are you here?

Gabriel to Gabrielle



I made you special
Gave life to our love
I made you perfect
Strength to your scars
I made you worth it
Crowned you king
Let you sit on my throne
MY THRONE
It was my throne
And what did you do? 
You dropped the ball
You blew it
Should’ve ate your moment
You ruined it
I gave you more than the world
I gave you Jupiter, Pluto
Venus and Neptune
Took you dancing on the Moon
Let my light shine into you
You blew it
You dropped the ball
Should’ve recognized a Goddess

Goddess



Honor your menstrual cycle and treat it as a
sacred and very intuitive time, not a burden.
When you honor your cycle, you’ll see it line
up exactly with the New Moon/Full Moon.
You’ll also notice a decrease in cramps and
PMS.
There is nothing like a woman’s intuition.
Learn to go within and trust yourself. Don’t
look to others for the answers. 
Peace of mind starts with practice. Get in
tuned with your emotions and learn how to be
a master of them. Acknowledge how you feel
and WHY you feel. 
Honor your energy. It is special and DIVINE.
Do not allow other people to feed off of your
sunshine. 
Give birth to new creations and do everything
with pure INTENTION. Feminine energy is
naturally more creative. Poetry, art, fashion,
gardening and even cooking can be little
ways to create every day. Create love, not
chaos.

Goddess Tips



Dipped in confidence,
handcrafted with divine
energy and illuminating

with intuition, I light up any
room that I am in. As if the

sun birthed me.

The Sun Is My Mother



We are here with you 
Every step of the way
We love you
We support you
You are never alone 
You have never been alone
We are right beside you 
Trust us
Love us
Your happiness is everything

Ancestor's Message



I am on the beach in California. I walk into this place
and it’s a guided tour of this aquarium. In the aquarium

is a blue dolphin. While everyone is in amazement, I
can sense the dolphin’s sadness and anger. There’s a

pink waterslide that goes into the dolphin’s tank. So
people are sliding down the slide and I feel uneasy. I’m

standing by the tank and all of a sudden the dolphin
pops out. The dolphin is irate and everyone is scared.
The dolphin has been abused and there are lesions
around her mouth. The dolphin has been trying to

break out of this tank which has led to the scars. The
dolphin starts to yell. She says, “Help me. Free me!”

With each cry there’s a fire in her eye. I’m the only one
who can understand her. I am speaking in dolphin. As I
talk, I go under water and I’m speaking through gills on
my ears. I tell her that she has to remain calm. I tell her

that I cannot just throw her in the ocean. I have to
make sure that she will be safe and able to adapt. She
has been in the tank most of her life. The dolphin tells

me that there are predators filing up her tank. It is
urgent that she goes. I feel sad because I cannot help
her immediately.  As I leave the aquarium, I see the
dolphin on the top of the slide, she’s trying to break

free and jump out the tank for good.

The Dolphin Dream



I am in the cocoon phase of my life. Sometimes
it’s amazing. Other times it is extremely

uncomfortable. The waiting period is coming to
an end, yet I still feel uncertainty. I don’t know
how it feels to fly. I just know that it’s freedom.
But the ground is the only thing that I’ve ever

known.

Cocoon



Love who you want to love
Love who loves you
Love yourself
Be who you want to be
Be with who you want to be with
Be yourself

Love Affirmation



Have you ever had a connection so strong
with a person that it defies logic?

Question of the Day



After all these years you still trigger me
and bring out emotions that I’ve worked

hard to suppress.

Still Triggered



Do you mind if I explore the parts of you that you hide?
Close your eyes 
Now tell me all of your fears
Let me inside your deepest thoughts
Your bitter past
Those sweet memories
Your promising future
Open up your heart
And let me ease your mind
Just....breathe
Now focus all of your attention on to me
Relax I won’t hurt you
With your permission
I can make it all...go away
Are you ready to go on this journey?

Guided Meditation



In the eyes of the son
I see his spirit
A being of light
Dark in flesh
Yet illuminated in roots
The missing piece, missing link
I finally found you
I will cherish each moment
Our time here is limited
I will forgive you
I will love you
I will protect our bond
Our children are miracles of hope
In a world that closes it’s doors on us
We are God’s people
In a Godless world
Yet they cannot break our spirits
They cannot put chains on our souls
It is us for us in a world of them

In A World of Them



With my heart on my sleeve
I came to you
And to my surprise
You were shirtless
I poured my soul out to you
And all you could say was
Nothing
There I stood, ready to risk it all
For someone who was empty
Is it real?
Are you real?
Maybe you are nothing more than an illusion
A painful reminder of what could have been
Taking off my rose colored glasses
I saw you for who you are
Broken, confused, jaded and guarded
Does is ever get too heavy?
The burdens you carry
A life that’s so empty
Yet filled with the scars of the past
You are so full of pain
And that saddens me

Forget It 



Best friends forever, gone too soon
A sudden demise of kinship
Due to circumstances unclear
Tell me, how did you cope?
Honestly, I wasn’t even phased
Does that make me a bad person?
Because I didn’t feel a thing
Nothing more than distant memories
Of a past full of poppies
A sleepiness of seclusion
That's how I felt in the midst of it
Seasons worth of slumber
Decades of delusion
Tell me how does it feel?
To be forgotten

Fallen Friends



Can you hold me closely 
Without it being sexual
Right now what I need from you is more than intellectual 
I don’t need you to feel me
I don’t even need you to heal me
I just need some understanding and support
If I share this with you
Promise me you won’t abort 
And leave me hanging out to dry
It will get emotional
But I promise I won’t cry  
Are you ready?
What I’m about to share with you is mind blowing 
It’s time slowing
What will you do when it gets realer than real
And I say some shit out of my mouth that requires more
than a “That’s crazy” or a “I feel you”
I told you I don’t need you to feel me 
I need you to understand me
Because it’s going to take some understanding 
To cope with my insanity 
You knew I was crazy
Before you came over here
So promise me you won’t run out 
Just sit and lend an ear 
That look in your eye 
Tells me that you’re unsure
I know that I’m capable of anything
But what do you think I’m capable of?

Feel Me



I've denied you many times
Suppressed our tragic history
Locking the doors to my heart
Washing my body clean of you
Yet your scent lingers onto my arms
Holding me hostage with nostalgia
Every song on my playlist reminds me of us
And every lyric has your laugh
Ever key has your touch
Chills caressing my neck
Reminding me of our last encounter
Brief and everlasting, all wrapped into one
Despite the distance of our differences
I would still choose you
My soulmate that I cannot deny

Soulmate Denied



You know exactly who you are
The Devil who whispered sweet-nothings in my ear
I held onto your lies like they were lyrics to a love song 
Your words entrapped me like a caterpillar in a cocoon 
Keeping me in a state of oblivion
With hopes of butterfly freedoms
I danced on hot coals
Tangoing with temptation
With fire running down my back
And like a moth I was drawn to your flame
Not realizing that I was committing love suicide 
Because you would be the death of me
I wish I could go back to the day before I met you
And save her, the girl who I once was 
Before you tip toed into my life
Like a thief in the night
You robbed me of something that I can never get back
My innocence

Love Suicide



Laying next to him gave me anxiety
He was everything and more
A perfect gentleman
With a glimpse of sweetness in his eyes
And a bit of hope in his heart
I knew he would love me
And give me all of my dreams
But the thought of committing
It frightened me
Sending my mind into a time warp
I saw our future
We were happily married with kids
Life was great
But the thought of losing my freedom
Nauseated me
I had to get out of there
I didn’t want to break his heart
Maybe I am better off alone

Better Off Alone



At that moment I knew I should’ve left
Should’ve packed my bags
Like lightening at the door
I found myself paralyzed
Between the threshold
Caught in the in-betweens
Of pain and passion
At that moment I knew I should’ve left
But I stayed
Because I loved the idea of us 
The unspeakable was committed
A crime of confusion
Confused by compassion
Arrested by anger
Handcuffed by handkerchiefs
I stayed
A prisoner of possibility

At That Moment



Sweeter than candy
Wetter than water
Hotter than a flame
Our audition was fated
Caught me by surprise 
Blindsiding my vision
Glimpses of him 
Shining bright in my peripheral 
Maybe not matrimony
But definitely engagement
Our dance was natural
Our music was spiritual
I finished his lyrics 
He played with my piano
Never missing a key
Always hitting the notes
The base in his voice thundered
His tongue full of rhythm
I echoed into the night
Humming into his microphone
Our performance, award winning
He followed my lead
Never was I in the backup
We danced, we sung, we played
Until we made a hit record
 

Musical Melody



For years and months and weeks on end
I waited for you
My life at a standstill
Trusting that one day you would make a decision
And choose me
I waited for you
Putting my life on pause
With your promises on repeat
And your lies on skip
Your touch on rewind
I waited for you
I wished for you
I prayed for you
And what did you do?
You waited for me

I Waited For You



He is out there
Waiting for me
A man made in God’s image
I feel his presence
I know his heart
A man of courage
Honesty
Integrity
A man of love
Faith
Promise
Hope
A man of movement
Loyalty
Ambition
Strength
He is love

Love Is Hope



After living my whole life caught in between two
worlds, I realized I was wasting my time. The only

thing that mattered, the only thing that I could
control was right in front of me the entire time. I

stopped running from the past. I stopped
anticipating the future. Once I made the

conscious decision to live in the now, my whole
life changed.

Don't Run



 
Through the rabbit hole of my mind
I step into the mirror
Finally seeing the hidden parts of me
Floating on this rollercoaster ride
Shouting silence with no listeners
I pace back and forth
Moving slowly on the Ferris wheel
Mary goes around my body
Nauseated by the thought of it
Dream worlds are just other dimensions

Down The Rabbit Hole



Last night’s dream of yesterday
Wishing these visions never end
Psychic revelations from the almighty
Left for me to crack the code
Projecting from my earth suit
Into the next dimension of life
My bed is a portal
As I ride the waves of energy
Feeling gravity pulling me into space
Conscious of it all
Knowing I’m awake in my dream
And then the alarm goes
I am back from a wild ride

Dream World



I am not the girl
Who will blow your phone up
Beg for your attention or get jealous
See, I am the woman who will bless you 
With money oil 
Put a picture of you on My altar 
For your protection 
Never leaving you without a slice of divine fruit
I am not the girl interested in anything above the surface
The sands of it all are beneath me 
You will have to reach the bottom of the Pacific 
Just to feel me 
I hope that you can swim against my tides
Because this is deeper than Yemaya
This is Olokun
I am not the girl who is easily understood
My brain is not a crossword puzzle
You cannot Google my mystery
I am the unforgettable woman 
Who you will never truly know
My mind a rubik cube of galactic shimmer
My frequencies ascending all the way to Sirius 
You cannot play with me
Because I am one of the Seven Sisters
And if you truly knew what was behind my veil
You might go crazy

Late Night Freestyle Extended



I explored her
Knowing her touch
Embracing her skin
Acknowledging her wisdom 
Aroused by her intelligence
She was a lady
Polite, graceful and magnetic
I studied her frame
Embracing her features
She was flawless 
Real and silky
A beautiful woman
With a beautiful soul
I loved everything about her
I caught her gaze
And saw the depths of the ocean
She was timeless
Priceless and regal
I knew her
I know her
I’ve always known her

She Is Me



A mermaid with a green, gold and blue tail
with reddish auburn hair was in a water
portal. She said make five wishes with

coins.

The Mermaid Dream



Drowning
I lost my way again
How could you?
How, how, how, how?

5:38am



I'm walking and an old woman asks me for a
dollar so I give her one. Once my purse is open
she keeps asking me for more stuff and more

stuff. Her voice has me in a trance. Until finally I
give her my whole purse and she vanishes into
thin air. Once she's gone, I snap out of her spell

and angrily look for her. The locals tell me she's a
witch or a siren who can lure people in with her

voice and get whatever she wants.

The Con Artist Dream



The man is out to get me
Tried to make me stay at this job
Ain’t going without a fight
Ain’t signing my name on the paperwork
Compromising my expression
Who are they to trap me in the system
Working 9 to 5, too tired to reflect
This can’t be living, this is a trap
A scheme
A scam
I see how they playing it
Playing me
Playing us
Going crazy in this cubicle
Four white walls closing in
As the boss closes another deal
I’m walking out
Clocking out
Leaving
Fuck it

Creative Courage



Get that pressure off of you and let expectations
go. Let go of the need to always feel like you

need to know what happens next. Sometimes the
next step is simply trying something new and

looking at your situation with a new perspective.
Learn, learn, learn and have FUN. If you feel

drained all the time, then that’s a sign to make a
change.

Pressure Release



Dream 1: Im driving this motorcycle and I crash
into a ditch. The crash wakes up a giant lion who
starts chasing me. He's following me everywhere.
I hide in a basement and lock the door. He starts

knocking on the door really hard. Then a lion
tamer comes to get the lion, I open the door and

just before he gets me, he gets shot with a
tranquilizer.

 
Dream 2: Ordinary dream except the lion is now
like a pet and he's jumping on top of me trying to
get my attention but I'm busy. He wants to play.
No one else sees the lion. He finally bites my

ankle to get my attention.

The Lion Dreams



When your body needs to rest, let it rest.
Stop forcing yourself to be “busy” all the
time. Learn to relax and allow yourself to
recharge. Resting is essential. Fatigue is

your body’s way of telling you to slow
down.

Slow Down Now



Hell won’t freeze over
As Gaia reaches her standstill
Judgement’s on vacation
As all of universal laws are broken
We will skip through galaxies
Leaving our imprint on the moon
We will call out to the Gods
And receive only a dial tone
The trees have abandoned us
As the birds find refuge
We are lost in self imposed armageddon
Failing to acknowledge Earth’s angels
We will become a forgotten species
As the elements grow tired
And the core of our being deteriorates
Who will take the blame?

The End of Times



I feel like I should be doing something, but I don’t
know what. It’s as if laying down has become the

enemy. The chill of autumn has me anxious. I
know a storm is looming. The great chaos of
uncertainty, leaving me in a constant state of

nervousness. I am who I always knew I would be.
Yet I continue to second guess my choices, like I
don’t know what’s in my best interest. The only
thing that I can be sure of is death, which both

frightens and intrigues my inner curiosity.

Anxiety



Sweet nectar of the forbidden fruit
Her branches wrapped around me
Submerging into the seeds of knowledge
My irises ready to taste the truth
Sensations of sovereignty
Governed by the urged of knowing
Mother Earth is full of magic
Yet society convinces us
That magic is pure fiction
One of the few who dared to discover
I stumbled upon a forest of wisdom
My heels dancing with the dirt
Every step was monumental
A pivotal point in my soul’s evolution
I crashed upon the thorns of a rose
Embracing my inner breath
Exhaling the lies of humanity
I was free to let curiosity kill me

Curious Soul



Covered in the spirit
Protected by gold
A reflection of the most high
In this kingdom of glory
I have reached a new height
As I sit upon this throne
My job here is done
My mission is complete
My wisdom lives within their DNA
Activated by the rays of the Sun
I am all knowing, all powerful
Rested in the clouds
I am the gatekeeper of truth

Light Codes In The Sky 



Reincarnated for the 9th time, this is my chance to get
it right. I was born in the city of mobility, right across

the street from Motown. My talent will be my purpose.
My vision will be my mission, if only I could
remember. 22 years later, I figured it out.
All that I needed was within these veins.

Honoring God’s gift of life and having the courage to
move beyond my home turf, I am stepping into a

whole new world.

22: Stability



Imperfect in every way
Perfection is no kin to me
I am still created in his image
I am still created in her glory
With inspiring ideas
Sent from the angel of truth
And words of worship
Thoughts of thy spirit
Guided by soul food
I know this is a miracle
To give my gifts
Spread my wisdom
Blessing them with oils of Oshun
A fiery woman with a mission
That we’ll complete

 The Ability to Create



Freedom calls my name in the wind
Freeing me from the restrictions of life
With my bow and arrow, I shoot
Never missing my mark
Placing my best foot forward
Wrinkles of wine running down my lips
Satisfied in knowing my solace is here
And the wind is my friend
The water is my sister
The earth is my husband
The fire is in me
And I’ll party with the elements
With precision
Combining all truth
Some ugly, some cheap
The right side of balance
Some beauty, some peace
Creating golds of perfection
Ascended alchemy

Who AM I



A Message From The Author

 Thank you so much for
joining me on this ride. I
appreciate your support
and hope you enjoyed
reading this book as much
as I enjoyed writing it. I
look forward to creating
more content that inspires
and comforts us through
life's many moments. The
journey is not over, it is
just beginning. 
 
Sincerely,
 
Gabby Johnson


